Dos Cobros BIO

Dos Cobros is a two piece band comprised of drummer, Josh Hines, and guitaris/singer, JD Minor. The band formed in the spring of 2017 after JD's previous band , The Hungry Ears, played a reunion show. Josh inquired about filling the drummer void for the band which was on hiatus. Josh had recently finished up his drumming role in longtime power house Technology Versus Horse,  and was looking to inject his drumming into a new project . JD, not wanting to recruit and restart with what would have been the 4th T.H.E drummer, approached Josh about doing something completly diffrent.

Josh Hines is from Bowling Green, Kentucky and pounds the beat into oblivion. He showcases his talents not only with this duo, but in other bands as well. He is also a guitarist in the metal band Bihargam, as well as guitarist and vocals in the ‘90s cover band Peter the Freshman and Prog Rock band Chest Rockwell. Guitarist/Singer J.D. Minor is originally from Bowling Green, Kentucky but now resides in Burns, Tennessee. He throws it all out there and pulls it back in at the end.

Dos Cobros are a riff-centered post hardcore punk rock duo with themes of horror and pro wrestling. Making their live debut in October of 2017 these two former Bad Dudes plowed a stiff, grimey, white knuckled rock and roll mack truck onto the stage at The Pond in Franklin Tennessee. This dynamic duo released their debut album, Emulisifier, April 21st 2018 on resurrected defunt indie label, Snow Wolf Records.

For a band with only a drummer and a guitarist, an immense amount of bone-crushing sound is produced. The lyrics are not elaboratley thought out, however they really dont need to be; it works and it rocks. Dos Cobros belt out their set in 40 minutes or less, proving that it's more about quality than quantity. Above all, the chemistry between Hines and Minor is what sticks out about this band. In effortless fashion, the two gentlemen rip out every note with a fiery passion that portrays hours of collaboration between the two. There are no gimmicks with Dos Cobros. They come straight out, ready to jam
They are still finding their footing a bit in an era where mainstream radio waves have taken the attention of most music listeners. Tidball’s, their home base, always showcases Bowling Green’s most talented artists week in and week out.  They are unique, raw, unfiltered, and unaplogetic.

Dos Cobros are currently taking advantage of the world wide pandemic, by putting the finishing touches on a covers/Live EP called "Spittin Some Venom In Em" and two stylisticly diffrent albums. "Synesthesia" and "Misadventures in Dystopia". Look for these releases summer and fall of 2020. 


